It is very helpful for a user to get a moderate amount of information highly related to his/her immediate context (e.g., location, time, discussion topics) during the exploration of digital object collections (e.g., articles, web pages, blogs). For instance, in investigating a research topic, a researcher may be very interested in finding articles that are most related to the articles he/she already read on this topic, which we consider as "context" in this paper. To facilitate users' exploration, we introduce the problem of discovering Contextaware Influential Objects (CIO) from a collection of digital objects with influence relationships. Although there is a large amount of work in detecting direct influence degree between objects to denote how strong an object influences others, very few works utilize such direct influence to find influential objects for a context. To discover CIOs for a context consisting of several objects of a user's interest, the first challenge is to meaningfully measure the collective influence of an object over a context considering both the direct influence and the indirectly derived influence, which is not taken into consideration by most "query by example" approaches. We propose an aggregation framework to formulate the collective influence among objects by leveraging both direct and indirect influence. The second challenge is to discover CIOs efficiently. We present three approaches to calculate collective influence of an object over a context from an influence graph. In particular, the first approach utilizes the breadth-first-search paradigm; the other approaches make use of the topological sorting of graph nodes and perform context-aware search using push and pull mechanisms. We show experimental results on real datasets to demonstrate the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed methodologies.
Introduction
Many web and social systems that manage digital contents and objects (e.g., research articles, web pages, blogs) provide users the functionality to navigate digital collections by following links (or pointers) related to the users' context (e.g., location, time, search history, interested topics). For instance, Google scholar and CiteSeer provide pointers to the cited/citing/related articles for a paper that a user searches; Web blogs also provide links or related web pages for a discussion topic that a user is reading. Such pointers based on where a user is (i.e., context-aware pointers) are very helpful in facilitating a user's exploration of digital contents. However, many times, these pointers give too much information, from which a user still needs to do a lot of manual work to dig out his/her more focused information. This is because such pointers are calculated based on whether objects are connected to each other without considering how strong they are related.
Influence has been introduced in many applications [2, 6, 10, 11, 17, 20, 26] to describe various types of relationships among objects to differentiate the connection strength of such relationships. For instance, a web page may be influenced by other web pages that it has links to; a research article is influenced by other articles which it cites; a user's behavior may be influenced by other users in a community. Furthermore, the concept of influence strength (or degree) has been introduced to measure how strong one object influences others in some aspects (e.g., influence among articles on a research topic, influence among researchers on a research topic) [6, 10, 17, 20] . The influence among objects also helps to reveal other latent information. For instance, Liu et al. in [20] use influence among articles to infer the most authoritative research papers or authors in one research area (e.g., data mining).
Motivation example
Discovering the significant objects for a given context based on influence can provide us meaningful and advanced knowledge. Consider a scenario where a researcher is exploring scientific publications with interested topic(s) in his/her mind, (s)he may read several research articles (which are the context objects of this researcher's interest) on these topics. (S)he wants to do further exploration in this area by following these articles. Given the context with these several articles and the latent research topic that a user is interested in, some pointers to the following information would facilitate this user's exploration.
• Highly influenced articles. Links to other articles that are significantly influenced by the articles in the context.
We note that such influential or influenced objects are context-aware. I.e., they change according to the dynamic context of different users. Thus, such information should be calculated on-line, but not offline, which would be impractical because we cannot enumerate all the possible context. In many other applications, we can observe similar needs to find context-aware influential/influenced objects (CIO) online. Since influenced objects are counterparts of influential objects for a given context (with opposite influence direction), we only consider influential objects in our later discussions without loss of generality.
Problem and contributions
Detecting influence among digital objects (e.g., research articles, web pages, blogs, or even users) [10] has received increasing attention in recent years. Such detected influence generally reflect the direct influence relationship among objects. In many real applications, for a given object, only a very small number of objects have direct influence relationship with it. So, it is unnecessary (and impractical) to calculate direct influences among all possible object pairs. The direct influence relationship can be represented as an influence graph where each node is an object, each direct edge represents the influence relationship from an object to another, and the edge weight is the influence degree (or strength) of the influence relationship. Figure 1 shows such an influence graph. Most existing works in calculating influence among objects [10, 20] use such influence to discover global knowledge offline (i.e., without considering giving prompt answers for a given scenario). Very few existing works study how to use such influence to provide useful knowledge to a user given his/her immediate on-line context. In this paper, we propose the problem of discovering Context-aware Influential Objects (CIO) in a prompt manner.
Our work differs from existing works in two aspects. First, unlike existing work which generally find direct influence between objects. we also consider indirect influence in discovering context-aware influential objects. In real applications, an object may propagate its influence to others through a path. For instance, given Figure 1 , we see that v 3 , v 4 , and v 5 directly influence v 1 . But v 8 , v 9 , and v 11 also influence v 1 although it is indirectly. Thus, it is not sufficient to consider only objects that have direct influence on a user's context. Liu et al. in [20] also show that considering indirect influence can provide a lot more insights to the underlying objects.
Second, existing work detect direct influence between a pair of objects. In our problem setting, a user's context may consist of several objects of his/her interest. The influence degree we need to calculate should be a collective score over all the objects in a context (i.e., context objects).
In this paper, we assume that the direct influence relationship among objects have been detected either by manual data preprocess or by applying existing approaches such as [6, 10, 20] . From such influence relationship, we study how to discover the context-aware influential objects where a user's context may consist of one or multiple objects of this user's interest.
To discover such context-aware influential objects, we need to provide a mechanism to meaningfully measure the influence degree that one object has over the context. As analyzed above, this influence degree should not only reflect the direct influence that are already calculated, but also incorporate the indirect influence that can be derived from the direct influence. In addition, the influence degree needs to be measured collectively for a context.
The second task is to efficiently discover context-aware influential objects by calculating the influence degree of objects to a user's context. When the direct influence is represented as a graph, we can apply a graph traversal approach to the influence graph to visit every object. However, this simple approach may lead to unnecessary calculation of the influence degree, which we explain in detail in later sections. In this paper, we utilize the properties of influence graphs to calculate influence degree. Our contributions include:
• Formally defining the problem of discovering Contextaware Influential Objects (CIO) with a formal aggregation framework to leverage direct and indirect influence collectively.
• Proposing different methods to discover the contextaware influential objects. In particular, we present a baseline approach with a breadth-first-search (BFS) paradigm and two more efficient approaches based on topological-sorting. In the topological-sorting based approach, we discuss two mechanisms in calculating the influence degree: pull and push.
• Conducting experiments over real datasets to evaluate the quality of the discovered CIOs and the efficiency of the presented approaches. The remaining of this paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 introduces related work. Then, Section 3 formally defines the problem and related symbols and terminologies. Next, Section 4 presents our approaches to discover CIOs, and Section 5 illustrates the experimental results over real datasets. Finally, Section 6 concludes the paper and shows possible future research directions.
Related work
Discovering most influential objects has gained continuous interest in the literature [2, 13, 18, 23, 24] . A lot of work has been done to discover influential objects by utilizing different types of measurements. Page et al. [24] present a statistical model and the PageRank metric to measure the importance of a web page by utilizing the in-and out-links of web pages. Recently, with the advances of Web 2.0 techniques and services (e.g., forums, blogs), we observe increasing interest in identifying influential blogs [13] and bloggers [2, 23] . For instance, Agarwal et al. [2] define the InformationFlow metric to measure the influence differences of a blogger's incoming posts and the outgoing posts. Lappas et al. [18] discuss the detection of effectors in a social network, which are K nodes best explaining one or multiple observed states. Such existing works in discovering influential objects focus on influential objects in a global manner. Different from these works, in this paper, we focus on discovering influential objects given a user's context onthe-fly.
Many works have been done in detecting and calculating the direct influence strength between digital objects by utilizing topic models such as Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) [7, 10, 20] or language models [29] . In the topic-model based approach, each document is treated as being generated through a generative process. The influence strength among objects is one hidden variable in the generative process, and its value is derived through variational inferences. Shaparenko and Joachims in [29] utilize a probabilistic language modeling approach to infer the direct influence of documents based on the content statistics of the documents. Such direct influence detection is an offline training and learning process. Thus, it cannot lend itself to discover context-aware influential objects during the process of object exploration. In addition, the influence strength generally reflect only the direct influence but not the indirect influence because of the complex dependence among objects.
Content based search has been a classical topic in searching multimedia [31] and documents [27, 30] . Using the content-based similarity score, we could also calculate collective influence of an object over a context. However, most of the influence detection algorithm (as discussed above) already leverage such content similarity (through topics). Our approaches utilize the already-calculated direct influence, but not the content-based paradigm to calculate influence.
The availability of graphs (such as social network graphs, citation graphs, influence graphs) enables people to provide more support to find interesting knowledge from graphs. Keyword search over graphs (or relational database modeled as a graph) attracts more interest recently in the database community (BANKS [1] , DBXplorer [4] , DIS-COVER [15] , BLINKS [14] , and many others [5, 8, 12, 19] ). In the keyword search problem, each graph node is attached with a set of keywords and each graph edge is associated with a numerical value as weights. A typical graph search problem is to find a subgraph such that the nodes of this subgraph cover all the query keywords collectively, and the weight of this subgraph (i.e., the weight sum over all the edges in the subgraph) is minimal. Although this series of work share the similar vision we have: supporting on-line knowledge discovery from large graphs, our problem is different from the problem in these works in that (a) the influence calculation in searching for context-aware objects is not a simple summation of the edge weights and (b) we do not need to search for a subgraph (although this can also be done through our approaches).
Collaborative Filtering (CF) research is also related to our work due to their usage of the graph data model [16, 25] and their comprehensive study in measuring item similarities [26, 28] . Most recently, Piccart et al. in [25] also take into consideration the indirect influence of a user to another. Despite the diverse emphasis of such works, they differ from our work in two major aspects. First, unlike CF research which considers information about both users and objects (e.g., movies, books), we only consider the information on objects. The difference in the underlying data makes the data access approaches different even though these approaches work on graph structure. Second, one major focus of the CF works is to quantitatively measure the similarities between users and users, or between items and items. Different from this, we propose novel graph search strategies, which complement the above works.
Problem definition
This section defines the problem of discovering contextaware influential objects. It also defines the related terms and symbols used in this paper.
3.1 Influence graph and influence matrix Given a collection of objects and their direct influence relationship, we first formalize several concepts before defining the problem. The bigger the influence degree I(v i → v j ) is, the stronger v i influences v j . In our later description, we also use influ-ence to denote influence degree when there is no confusion. Many works [10, 20] use graph to represent the direct influence relationship among objects. In this paper, we formally define graphs for object influence relationship as follows.
DEFINITION 3.2. (INFLUENCE GRAPH)
Given a set of objects V , their influence relationship is modeled as a directed graph G(V, E, w) where V refers to the set of digital objects, each edge e(v src → v tgt ) ∈ E ⊆ V ×V is associated with a weight w(e) = I 0 (v src → v tgt ) ∈ (0, 1] and it represents that an object v src influences the object v tgt with influence degree w(e).
The direct influence relationship among objects can also be represented as an influence matrix (IM) where the entry at the i-th row and the j-th column
. Given the influence graph in Figure 1 , we can generate an influence matrix for it as shown in Figure 2 . In real applications, the influence matrix for a lage collection of objects generally is very sparse because an object only influences (or is influenced by) a very small portion of the objects in a large collection. For instance, the influence matrix for the direct citation relationship of scientific publications is very sparse since each article generally has tens of articles in their reference list, and most articles are not cited frequently. So, it is not space efficient to directly keep this matrix. We introduce this representation to define the indirect or propagated influence.
Propagated/indirect influence
As discussed in Section 1, many times we observe that the direct influence is insufficient to measure the influence relationship among objects because influence may propagate several steps along the graph. Based on the influence matrix representation, we define the propagated (or indirect) influence as follows.
DEFINITION 3.3. (α-PROPAGATED INFLUENCE)
Let α be the steps that v i propagates its influence to v j . Given the influence matrix IM , the α-propagated influence from v i to v j is defined as
where v i is a unit row vector with the i-th element as one and all the other elements as zero, G and g are aggregation functions, and IM g(l) is the matrix after l step transitions of IM using the aggregation function g.
In the work of calculating the PageRank for a webpage [24] and citation influence [20] , the aggregation function G and g are defined as and respectively. The α-step propagated influence becomes:
When α is unknown, we use the general term I(v i → v j ) as the propagated influence degree that v i influences v j . Friedkin in [11] denotes that information does not tend to flow over very long paths in real applications. Based on this claim, the propagated influence can also be regulated by a fading factor. Since the effect of a fading factor can be leveraged into the influence calculation through the aggregation function g, we do not include this as an explicit condition. DEFINITION 3.4. The propagated influence can also be defined using the influence graph representation.
where path(v i , v j ) is the set of paths from v i to v j , and score(p) is the influence from v i to v j when the influence is propagated along path p.
In other words, the degree that an object v i influences v j is the accumulated influence of all steps (through the aggregation function g) and of all possible paths (through the aggregation function G). We also denote G and g as path aggregation function and step aggregation function respectively. The following example illustrates the concept of propagated influence. EXAMPLE 3.1. Given the influence graph in Figure 1 or influence matrix in Figure 2 . We consider the degree that object v4 influences other objects when several different aggregation functions g and G are applied. First, we have the unit vector v4 = (0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 0) as the starting point.
• Let g = and G = . If we only consider one step's influence, we get v4·IM = (0.5 0 0 0 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0), its influence to v1 is 0.5 and its influence to v5 is 0.1. If we consider one more step, v4 ·IM 2 = (0.05 0 0 0 0.01 0 0 0 0 0 0). Then, the influence of v4 to others are I(v4 → v1) = 0.5+0.05 = 0.55 and I(v4 → v5) = 0.1 + 0.01 = 0.11.
• Let g = and G = M ax. Then,
For other g and G, similar idea can be applied to get the influence degree. Due to space limitation, we do not list all the g and G combinations here.
Problem
Given an influence graph (or an influence matrix), we are interested in finding the influential objects for a user's context. A user's context is the immediate information associated to this user in the process of exploring or searching an object collection. It can be a user's geographic location or network location such as IP address, his/her current time, his/her recent history in visiting a website, or his/her interested research topics when (s)he is reading scientific publications. In this paper, we constrain a user's context as a set of objects that are of his/her interest. Each object in the context is referred to as one context object and the number of objects in one context is the context size.
To formally define how many influential objects should return to a user, we use a threshold K. The idea of using a threshold to limit the output size has been widely adopted in the data mining community (e.g., the number of desired clusters K in K-means [21] , the min sup in association rule discovery [3] ). PROBLEM 3.1. Given an influence graph G(V, E, w) (or an influence matrix IM ), a user's context C, and an integer threshold K (K n) denoting the number of interested context-aware influential objects (CIO), the problem is to discover a list of objects
where ⊕ is the aggregation of influence over the given context C.
Discover Context-aware Influential Objects
A user's context continues changing when a user is exploring/searching digital object collections, so the context-aware influential object needs to be discovered on-the-fly. To support the CIO discovery in a prompt manner, it is not efficient to use the matrix representation of the influence relationship because of several reasons. First, although direct matrix computations (e.g., multiplication) is available in many statistical softwares or packages, we cannot directly use them when we don't know how many steps α of propagation influence we need to consider. Second, for some step aggregation function g such as , matrix calculation is straightforward using existing packages; but for other aggregation function g such as M in or M ax, the calculation of the influence needs more flexible support. Third, even though the propagation steps are known and the aggregation g can be flexibly applied to the calculation, it is inefficient to perform the aggregation g over all the data in IM through matrix calculation when only a very small portion of objects and their influence relationship is necessary to get the influential objects for a given context. Not to mention that the memory may not be big enough for the influence matrix of a big collection of objects. So, to develop general and flexible strategies to discover context-aware influential objects, we use the graph representation for direct object influence.
Terminologies
We first clarify several terms used in the description of our approaches. First, we purposely distinguish two operations of graph nodes: visiting a node and expanding a node. A node is denoted as visited if we retrieve the information of this node itself without retrieving any information about its edges and its adjacent nodes. A node is denoted as expanded if it is visited and its incoming or/and outgoing edges are also retrieved. Obviously, expanding a node takes much more time (due to its extra edge retrieval operations) compared with just visiting a node. When the whole graph cannot be loaded into the memory, such node expansion operation is more costly. So, we measure the complexity of algorithms by the number of nodes that need to be expanded. Second, even though the context-aware influential objects are the objects that influence the given context, when we calculate the influence degree of objects over the context, we start from the context objects and follow the opposite direction of the directed edge to their ancestors. We call such score calculation reverse influence propagation. Figure 3 shows the reverse influence propagation from node v 1 to other nodes. 
Framework of CIO discovery algorithm
The discovery algorithm should not only find the CIOs correctly based on the definition, but also find such CIOs efficiently so that users can get prompt response during their exploration process.
To find correct CIOs based on a given definition, a simple framework can be applied. In this framework, we first find the candidates for the influential objects by applying a graph traversal strategy (e.g., breadth-first search (BFS) or depth-first search (DFS)) from every object in the context C. The common ancestors of the context objects would be the candidates for the resulting CIOs. Then, we calculate the degree that each candidate node (say v i ) influences an object o in a given context C, i.e., I(v i → o). The calculation needs to aggregate the scores from the multiple paths through which the node v i can reach the context node o. In particular, three steps are involved: finding all the paths from v i to o by following the reverse propagation direction, calculating the score of each path with the step aggregation function g, and applying the path aggregation function G to all the path scores to get
are aggregated (with ⊕) together to get I(v i → C). This straightforward framework can be used to find the correct CIOs. However, to make this framework works efficiently, we need to consider two issues. First, the solution candidates should be discovered quickly and contain only necessary candidates. Second, during the influence degree calculation, efficient calculation process needs to be designed to avoid unnecessary repeated computations, which may be incurred in many situations. Consider the influence graph in Figure 3 , in calculating I(v 8 → v 1 ), we need to consider all the three paths from v 8 to
We observe that common sub-paths exist in these three paths. If the score of each path is calculated directly without considering such common sub-paths, a large amount of computations may be wasted.
In what follows, we present strategies to discover the context-aware influential objects from an influence graph by focusing on addressing the above two issues.
BFS-based strategy
The first strategy utilizes the classical graph traversal paradigm to visit and expand nodes that may influence the context and calculate their influence over the context. In our problem setting, a breadth-firstsearch (BFS) strategy is more suitable than a depth-firstsearch (DFS) strategy because the objects in the solution should collectively influence the context objects. If a DFSbased strategy is used, a large portion of a context-object's ancestors may be visited before reaching a common ancestor of all the context objects.
The BFS traversal can help visit the candidate nodes, however, its direct application may not be able to calculate the influence degree efficiently as we analyze in the above section: from an object o (o ∈ C) to o's ancestor, there may be multiple paths and these paths may share common subpaths. The correct score should come from the aggregation of the influence scores through these paths; and an efficient calculation should utilize the common sub-paths in these multiple paths.
To utilize the BFS traversal strategy to perform efficient calculation, we propose the algorithm BFSInf as shown in Figure 4 . In this algorithm, we use g = , G = , and ⊕ = for illustration purpose. It can be extended to other aggregation functions easily.
BFSInf(G, C, K)
1. Initialize the result set R K = ∅; 2. For every graph node v ∈ V , initialize its overall aggregated influence degree f (v), its incremental score ∆f (v), and its reachable object set R(v) 
ii. ∆f (v) = 0; Figure 4 : BFS based approach to search for top-K contextaware influential objects The major idea in BFSInf is that, for each node v, we keep two scores f (v) and ∆f (v). The score f (v) is the accumulated degree from all the visited paths and has been reversely propagated to v's ancestors. The score ∆f (v) is an incremental score that is aggregated to v from v's children but is not reflected in the influence degree of v's ancestors yet. Using these two scores, we can always reversely propagate a node's score to its direct ancestors.
The detailed algorithm is shown in Figure 4 . First, the algorithm makes necessary initializations: the result set R K is initialized as empty (Step 1); f (v) of all nodes are initialized as zero; each context node v (v ∈ C) is initialized with a ∆f (v) of 1 (Step 2) and put into a first-in-first-out queue F IF O (Step 3). All other nodes are initialized with a ∆f (.) of 0. Besides these, each node v is also associated with a set R(·) to denote which context node(s) this v can reach (and influence).
Then, the algorithm utilizes F IF O to traverse the graph and to calculate the influence degree of possible solution candidates. When a node v is taken out of the F IF O queue (Step 4), its incremental score ∆f (v) is propagated to all its direct ancestors, who then use it to update their aggregated score f (·) (Step 4(b)iC) and incremental score ∆f (·) (Step 4(b)iB). After a node's incremental influence degree is reversely propagated to its direct ancestors, its incremental influence degree should be reset to zero (Step 4(b)ii). A direct ancestor v src of v is put to F IF O when it does not exist in F IF O (Step 4(b)iA) .
With the help of these two scores, when we calculate the aggregated score of a node, we just need to aggregate its current f (v) and the propagated score from its direct descendants' ∆f (·).
The above algorithm terminates when no element exists in the F IF O queue. In real application, a user may specify a propagation-step α to stop the computation earlier. E.g., When a user sets α = 7, (s)he asserts that one node v does not influence nodes that are at least 7 hops away from v. Then, such nodes do not need to be considered in the calculation. The above approach can be easily extended to incorporate this factor, thus we omit the details here. The algorithm BFSInf does not terminate when there are cycles in the directed influence graph. To tackle this problem, we detect cycles in the influence graph offline and associate cycle signatures to each node. During the search process, we examine the existence of cycles (using the signature) when a node is reversely propagated. Example 4.1 illustrates the execution of the algorithm BFSInf. Figure 1 , we illustrate the running of the algorithm using the context C = {v1, v6}.
EXAMPLE 4.1. Given the influence graph in
1. Initially, F IF O = {v1, v6}. 2. Dequeue v1 and expand it by following its incoming edges from v3, v4 and v5. By following the calculations in Step 4(b)i, we get:
• f (v3) = ∆f (v3) = 0.7, R(v3) = {v1}
• f (v4) = ∆f (v4) = 0.5, R(v4) = {v1}
• f (v5) = ∆f (v5) = 0.5, R(v5) = {v1}
After this, Step 4(b)ii resets ∆f (v1) = 0. 3. Dequeue v6 and expand it by following its incoming edge from v9, and get f (v9) = ∆f (v9) = 0.3, R(v9) = {v6}. Then,
No expansion is needed because v3 does not have any incoming edge. F IF O = {v4, v5, v9}. 5. Dequeue v4 and expand it to include v8 in FIFO. f (v8) = ∆f (v8) = 0.4 (through path v1 → v4 → v8), and ∆f (v4) is reset to 0. 6. Dequeue v5 and expand it to v4, v8, and v9. The score calculation differs slightly from Step 2 where we expand v1.
• ∆f (v4) = 0.05 (through path v1 → v5 → v4) since the old ∆f (v4) is reset to 0 after it is propagated in Step 5. Then, f (v4) = 0.5 (old) + 0.05 (∆) = 0.55,.
• f (v8) = ∆f (v8) = 0.4 + 0.2 = 0.6 where 0.4 is the result from Step 5 and 0.2 is the reversely propagated score through path v1 → v5 → v8. Note that ∆f (v8) reflects scores from both paths because the old value 0.4 is not propagated to v8's ancestors yet.
• f (v9) = ∆f (v9) = 0.3 + 0.3 = 0.6 where the first 0.3 comes from Step 3 and the second 0.3 comes from this propagation with path v1 → v5 → v9.
• Add v4 to F IF O again because its ∆f (·) changes from 0 to a non-zero value. So, F IF O becomes {v9, v8, v4}
7. The process continues until F IF O is empty.
Complexity. Although the worst-case complexity of visiting a context's ancestors using the BFS traversal is O(|V | + |E|), the BFSInf has higher complexity because it may repeatedly expand some nodes. In the above example, nodes v 4 and v 8 are expanded twice. Let the average number of paths from a node v to the context be |P |, the complexity becomes O(|P | × (|V | + |E|)).
Topological-order based strategies
As we analyze above, the BFS-based strategy suffers from repeated expansions of graph nodes. To avoid this issue, we propose to impose an order (offline) on the graph nodes. With this order, the online CIO discovery process just needs to expand objects in the context following this order so that each node is visited only once. On the other hand, when we apply this order to visit and expand graph nodes, we need to make sure that the score of each node is calculated correctly.
We utilize the topological sorting [9] to order the nodes offline. Topological sorting is used to order nodes in a directed acyclic graph (DAG) such that a node v i is ordered before a node v j when there is a path from v i to v j . Again, when the directed graph has cycles, these cycles can be detected during the process of topological sorting and be kept. The contribution of nodes in the cycle to a context can be leveraged to the results as a post-process.
Pull-mechanisum based approached
When the topological order is imposed on graph nodes, the scores of nodes are calculated in the topological order of the nodes so that each node just needs to be expanded once. In particular, when we calculate the score of a node v, we directly pull the scores of all its direct descendants and aggregate them. Because of this score calculation mechanism, we call this algorithm TopoPull, whose details are shown in Figure 5 .
In TopoPull, after the initialization, The algorithm finds the context node that is sorted the last in V topo . I.e., the context node with the largest position. Then, starting from the context node with the largest position, the algorithm scans V topo backward to calculate each node's score by directly aggregating its direct descendants' scores. EXAMPLE 4.2. Given the influence graph in Figure 1 , after the topological sorting using a classical algorithm in [9] , we get the vertexes sorted as follows: v10 v7 v11 v9 v6 v2 v8 v4 v5 v3 v1. Let the context contain {v1, v6}. We find that poss = 11 (with v1). Then, we calculate the score of each node by examining the outgoing edges of every node. For instance, the score f (v5) is calculated before f (v4) because v5 is ordered later than v4 in A.
Figure 5: Topological-order based approach to search for contextaware influential objects: pull scores from descendants
55. This example shows the worst-case scenario where we start to calculate a node's influence degree from the last node in Vtopo list.
Complexity. In this topological sorting based approach, we can apply a classical method (e.g., DFS based) to calculate the topological order of nodes with complexity O(|V | + |E|). Then, during the search, each node just needs to be expanded once at most. The complexity is decided by the percentage of the graph portion which is used to do the calculation. In the worst case, we still need to expand every node in the graph with the complexity O(|V | + |E|). This algorithm improves BFSInf by a factor of |P | in the worst case. However, it still calculates scores of nodes that do not contribute to the solution, such as v 2 , v 7 , and v 10 in the example. Indeed, when the context objects fall at the later part in V topo , the majority of the expanded nodes by TopoPull do not contribute to the solution.
Push-mechanism based approach
Assume that the solution space only involves nodes in V sol and edges in E sol , is there anyway that we can reduce V expanded − V sol and E visited − E sol ? If we just need to compute scores for nodes that contribute to the solution, we can reduce many unnecessary computations.
We improve our pull-mechanism based approach to a push-mechanism based approach. In this algorithm, when we calculate the score of a node, we do not pull scores of all its direct descendants. Instead, we start from the context nodes and push their scores to their ancestors, which are candidates for solutions. If a node does not receive any pushed score, it does not need to be expanded.
The detailed algorithm TopoPush is shown in Figure 6 . The difference of this algorithm from TopoPull is at Step 3 in processing the node scores. This time, when we visit a node v, we push the score to its direct ancestors v src . /* push v's score to its direct ancestors */ A.
Figure 6: Topological-order based approach to search for contextaware influential objects: push score to direct ancestors EXAMPLE 4.3. Still take the graph in Figure 1 and the context {v1, v6} as an example. In running TopoPush, we also start from the context object v1. Initially, f (v1) = f (v6) = 1.0. We first expand v1 by reversely propagating its score to its direct ancestors v3, v4 and v5 and get f (v3) = 0.7, f (v4) = 0.5, and f (v5) = 0.5.
The next node to process (following the topological order) is v3. Since v3 has no ancestor, we move to v5 and reversely propagate its score to its direct ancestors v4, v8, and v9. We note that since f (v4) is already 0.5 (due to the pushed score from v1), now f (v4) becomes 0.55 (0.5 + 0.05). Similar rationale applies to the score calculation of v8 and v9. When the algorithm finishes, we just need to expand v1, v5, v4, v8, v6, v9, and v11.
This example shows that TopoPush can reduce the calculation space compared with TopoPull. This analysis is confirmed by our experimental results. In the worse case, TopoPush also needs to visit every node and every edge. Thus, the worse case complexity is the same to TopoPull.
Experiments
This section shows experimental results to demonstrate the quality of the discovered influential objects and the efficiency of our proposed model and algorithms. All the algorithms were implemented using Java, and the experiments were run in a workstation with 2.99 GHZ CPU, and 2G memory for Java virtual machine. Data. Two real datasets are used. The first dataset CiteSeer consisting of∼ 2K articles with their complete citation information (∼ 4K edges) is derived from the CiteSeer data (citeseerx.ist.psu.edu) . The second one is the DBLP dataset (dblp.uni-trier.de/xml/). For this dataset, we clean the graph by getting rid of the nodes that are not connected with any other nodes. The extracted DBLP graph contains ∼ 22K nodes and ∼ 112K edges.
Generating direct influence degree
The direct influence degrees among objects are generated for the above two datasets for different testing purposes.
For the CiteSeer dataset, which consists of complete object information (e.g. metadata, contents, and citations), we generate the direct influence degree of one article over the other by utilizing their contents (including metadata) and citations. Document contents have been used to evaluate the similarity of documents [22] . They are also used in calculating the direct influence because intuitively an article v is more influenced by another article which is more similar to it compared with others. The influence score based on content, s cont (v j → v i ), can be calculated using the cosine similarity of the term-frequency vectors of two documents. Please note that the content influence score is not symmetric although the content similarity score of two documents is symmetric. An intuitive example for this is that one article published in 2010 can not influence an article published far earlier than 2010 (e.g., in 2000).
The common citations between objects are also used in calculating the direct influence score. Intuitively, given that
. The direct influence degree that one article has over the other can also be calculated using other factors such as topics [10] , which is out of the scope of this work and will not be discussed further. The two scores calculated based on document contents and citations are combined together with a weight parameter (w ∈ [0, 1]).
The DBLP dataset does not contain most information about article contents and citation relationships, instead it consists of metadata about each article such as authors, publication venues, etc. So, for this dataset, we generate synthetic direct influence degrees among objects following Uniform and Gaussian distributions to test the efficiency of the proposed algorithms. Our experimental results in Section 5.3 show that different scores associated to the graph edges affect the execution time very slightly when the topological structure of a graph is fixed. So, concerning testing the efficiency of the proposed approaches, it is sufficient to use synthetic influence degree. Table 2 : The five influential articles to the context in Table 1 (aggregation functions used: g = Π, G = , and ⊕ = )
Effectiveness
For the given context, five Context-aware Influential Objects discovered by our algorithms 2 are reported in Table 2 . These CIOs are discovered from an influence graph whose direct influence degrees are calculated with w = 0.5. 10 users evaluate the CIOs by giving each one a score in the set of {1, 2, 3, 4, 5} where a higher score value means that the user agrees more to the assertion that this object highly influences the given context. For each result, we average the consent scores from these 10 users. The averaged consent scores for all the CIOs from the user study are plotted in Figure 7 . As shown in the figure, most results get high consent scores from users. An exception is with the paper "10.1.1.100.1923" because it does not have any common citation information with the given context objects while the other CIOs share some common citations with the given context objects.
Effect of the direct influence calculation. To further show the effect of the direct influence score calculation to CIOs. We vary w in Equation 5.1 to generate influence graphs with different direct influence scores. The five CIOs discovered from the different influence graphs are listed together with users' evaluation scores in Table 3 . This table shows that our algorithms return articles that highly influence the given context despite the different w values. When the content score is weighted heavier (i.e., higher w value) in calculating direct influence degrees, the newly discovered Table 3 : The five influential articles that highly influence the context in Table 1 ; these CIOs are discovered from different influence graphs whose direct influence degrees are calculated by varying w in Equation 5.1 (aggregation functions used: g = Π, G = , and ⊕ = ) Table 1 results gain less consent from users (e.g., 10.1.1.100.1923). On the other hand, when the citation score is weighted heavier (i.e., lower w value), the newly discovered results (e.g., 10.1.1.21.2271) also have lower consent scores.
Efficiency
We use the bigger DBLP graph to test the efficiency of the presented approaches. In this series of experiments, to get the stable running results for each setting, we generate multiple random contexts and report the number averaged on multiple contexts for the same setting.
Context Generation. Two parameters are used to generate a context. The first parameter |C| specifies the number of interested objects in the context (i.e., context size). The second parameter qhop approximately measures how sparse the interested objects are in the graph. Given these two parameters, a context is generated using a 3-step process. The first step randomly picks a seed object from the given graph. The second step gets a subgraph which is centered at the seed object and has radius qhop. All the objects in this subgraph form the candidate nodes Cand for the context. Then, the third step randomly selects |C| objects from Cand as a context. To guarantee that the generated context is of size |C|, when |Cand| is smaller than |C|, we start from step one to choose another seed object.
Test 1: impact of context size. We test the impact of context size (i.e. |C|) on different methods. For this test, the direct influence degree in the graph follows Gaussian distribution. The contexts are generated using sparsity parameter Figure 8 with for |C| = 3) qhop = 3 (i.e., the objects in a context are selected from a subgraph centered at one seed node with radius 3). The size of the context increases from 1 to 10. Figure 8 (a) shows the running time of the different methods. From this figure, we observe results that are consistent with our analysis in Section 4. First, the breathfirst-search based approach (BFSInf) is several hundreds of orders slower than the topological sorting based approach. This is because the number of expanded nodes (which may come from the repeated expansion of nodes) for BFSInf is much bigger than that of the topological based approaches as shown in Figure 8(b) . Second, although both TopoPull and TopoPush are efficient, TopoPush is more efficient than TopoPull. Again, this is because the number of nodes expanded in TopoPush is much smaller than the number of nodes expanded in TopoPull.
These numbers are confirmed by Table 4 , which shows the number of expanded nodes for context size |C| = 3. This table shows that the distinct nodes that are expanded by BFSInf are the same to that by PotoPush. But in BFSInf each node is expanded about 45 times on average, which increases the running time. TopoPull does not expand nodes repeatedly, but may expand nodes that are in V topo but do not contribute to the solution. Despite this, its time is still moderately acceptable compared with BFSInf. Figure 8 (a) also shows that the running time slightly increases with context size. This is because the effort of node expansion is more affected by the subgraph that contains the solution. As long as the newly added objects in the context does not expand this subgraph dramatically, the running time does not change dramatically. Test 2: impact of sparsity of objects in a context. We also test the impact of the sparsity of the context objects by generating contexts using two different qhops: 3 and 5. For this test, we do not include the results for context size |C|=1 because the sparsity is meaningless in this setting. Figure 9 illustrates the total number of expanded nodes for context with different sparsity. This figure shows that the sparser the context objects, the slower the approaches can run. This is consistent with the reality that we need to scan a bigger portion of the influence graph with the sparse context objects. Second, Figure 9 (b) shows that the ratio of the total number of node expansions for different sparsity parameters is almost constant ("1") for TopoPull because the majority of the expanded nodes do not contribute to the solution. For BFSInf and TopoPush this ratio is slightly bigger than 1.0 due to the sparsity. Test 3: impact of direct influence degree. In this test, we run the context-aware influential object discovery algorithms over graphs with different direct influence degrees: one follows Gaussian distribution and the other follows Uniform distribution. Since the # of total node expansions is the deciding factor for the running time, we report this number for different approaches. In Figure 10 , we plot the ratio of the # of total node expansions for the two influence graphs with different influence degrees. This figure shows that the ratio is almost one for all the three approaches. It confirms our analysis in the beginning of this section that the direct influence degrees associated to the graph do not affect the running time of the approaches a lot. Instead, the running time is more affected by the topological structure.
Conclusion
In this paper, we have introduced the problem of discovering Context-aware Influential Objects (CIOs) from a collection of objects with the direct influence relationship among objects. Context captures a user's dynamically changing interest when this user is exploring/searching a digital object collection. The CIOs discovered on the fly can help a user explore a digital object collection. We have proposed two representations, influence graph and influence matrix, to model the direct influence relationship among objects. Based on these two representations, we have formally defined the influence degree that an object has over a context as a collective score aggregated over every object in the context by leveraging both the direct and indirect (or propagated) influence. The influential objects have been defined to be a list of K objects with higher (compared with other objects) collective influence degree over a context. We have presented three approaches, namely BFSInf, TopoPull, TopoPush, to discover the context-aware influential objects from influence graphs efficiently. BFSInf is based on a breadth-first-search paradigm. This method can correctly calculate the collective influence degree and get meaningful results, however, it suffers from repeated expansion of nodes in the influence graph. TopoPull and TopoPush are based on topological sorting of graph nodes. With the help of the topological order, these two methods just need to expand each necessary node once, thus improve the efficiency compared with BFSInf. In addition, TopoPush reduces the search space (compared with TopoPull) by using a push mechanism to calculate collective influence of an object only when it is known to be related to the context. Our analysis and experiments show that all these three methods find meaningful (and same) results while TopoPush and TopoPull dramatically outperform BFSInf and TopoPush performs better than TopoPull. The proposed model and approaches are general enough to be extended to other related context-aware queries over influence graphs. As future work, we will extend our current approaches to be disk-based to support similar influential queries over large graphs that cannot be hold in memory.
